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Abstract—Keypoint extraction has lately attracted attention in
computer vision. Particularly, Scale-Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) is one of them and invariant for scale, rotation and
illumination change. In addition, the recent advance of machine
learning becomes possible to recognize a lot of objects by learning
large amount of keypoints. Recently, cloud system starts to be
utilized to maintain large-scale database which includes learning
keypoint. Some network devices have to access these systems
and match keypoints. Kepoint extraction algorithm utilizes only
spatial information. Thus, many unnecessary keypoints for recog-
nition are detected. If only Keypoints of Interest (KOI) are
extracted from input images, it achieves reduction of descriptor
data and high-precision recognition. This paper proposes the
keypoint selection algorithm from many keypoints including
unnecessary ones based on spatio-temporal feature and Markov
Random Field (MRF). This algorithm calculats weight on each
keypoint using 3 kinds of features (intensity gradient, optical flow
and previous state) and reduces noise by comparing with states
of surrounding keypoints. The state of keypoints is connected
by using the distance of keypoints. Evaluation results show that
the 90% reduction of keypoints comparing conventional keypoint
extraction by adding small computational complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [1] has

attracted attention in computer vision because of its robustness

in keypoint detection. Since SIFT can describe scale, rotation

and illumination invariant features from images, matching

between distinct images is executed accurately. By fully uti-

lizing this characteristics, wide range of application is being

considered. For example, it is used for object recognition [2],

human or other object tracking [3], [4], recognizing panorama

[5], 3-D reconstruction [6]. In object recognition field, Bag-of-

Features (BoF) was proposed by using combinations of SIFT

descriptor. It generates one histogram from many keypoints

which are extracted from one image. These are breakthrough

to recognize generic objects. In addition to feature extraction,

Support Vector Machine (SVM) was proposed as a machine

learning algorithm. It utilizes non-linear kernel and classify

obtained keypoints with a high accuracy. It needs to analyze

a lot of keypoints to learn.

Recently, applications whose learned data are stored in cloud

system start to be released in relation to image recognition.

A lot of keypoints are extracted from input images. All

obtained keypoints are communicated with database. In this

case, the amount of data is bottleneck of high-speed and stable
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Fig. 1. Conventional keypoints and KOI.

application. PCA-SIFT [7] which reduces the dimension of

SIFT descriptor is also proposed. However, we need only

keypoints in interest object parts. We call them Keypoints of

Interest (KOI). If only KOI are extracted from input images,

it achieves reduction of descriptor data communicated with

database and high-precision recognition. The figure 1 shows

the concept of the background.

This paper proposes the keypoint selection algorithm from

many keypoints including unnecessary ones based on spatio-

temporal feature and Markov Random Field (MRF). Candi-

dates of KOI are selected by 3 kinds of features (intensity

gradient, optical flow and previous state). However, only these

feature includes a lot of noise. For example, it misses matching

between a keypoint on the current frame and a keypoint on

the previous frame. Thus, we propose noise reduction by using

MRF that connects adjacent keypoints. This algorithm extracts

KOI that have many features including motion and intensity

gradient. That part is object that we want to recognize.

II. KEYPOINT EXTRACTION

SIFT is an algorithm which describes scale, rotation and

illumination invariant keypoints from images. The algorithm

is divided into following two key parts.
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Fig. 2. The DoG detector.

• Keypoint detection

• SIFT descriptor computation

The keypoint detection is the process which decides key-

point’s position near characterized region. The SIFT descriptor

computation makes the histograms with information about

neighboring region. These are primary processes of a keypoint

extraction. However, the keypoint detection part of SIFT re-

quires high computational complexity. Thus, this paper utilizes

low complexity keypoint extraction based on corner detection

and plural images in database [8]. The method performs real-

time keypoint extraction maintaining almost same accuracy

with SIFT. The keypoint selection process is added to this

keypoint extraction.

A. Keypoint Detection

SIFT detects scale invariant keypoints by the DoG function.

DoG function computes difference of images convolved by

Gaussian filters. An image, I(x, y), a variable-scale Gauss

function, G(x, y, σ), and a smoothed images, L(x, y, σ), de-

fine the DoG image, D(x, y, σ):

D(x, y, σ) = (G(x, y, kσ)−G(x, y, σ)) ∗ I(x, y)

= L(x, y, kσ)− L(x, y, σ), (1)

where ∗ is the convolution operation. D(x, y, σ) is repeatedly

computed by a constant multiplicative factor k. Computational

complexity becomes higher and higher when σ increases.

Fig.2 is schema of the DoG detector. Thus, this process is

very complex. After this, detections of extreme value and

localizations of keypoints are performed. It also high computa-

tional complexity because localizations use matrix calculation.

Thus, we utilized corner detection and integral image to detect

keypoints quickly.

B. SIFT descriptor computation

In computation of SIFT descriptor, firstly, keypoint’s ori-

entation is obtained. The histogram is calculated by gradient

magnitude m(x, y) and orientation θ(x, y):

m(x, y) =
√

Lx(x, y) + Ly(x, y), (2)

θ(x, y) = tan−1
Ly(x, y)

Lx(x, y)
. (3)

When its sum of magnitude is max, the orientation becomes

the keypoint’s one. After this, SIFT descriptor is computed.
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Fig. 3. The flow of entire processing.

The region is rotated by the keypoint’s orientation. The size

of region depends on scale obtained by the DoG detector. It is

divided into 4×4 and histogram is computed by 8 directions in

each region. Total 128 dimension vector, SIFT descriptor, is

generated. This process’s computational complexity changes

depending on keypoint’s scale. In this paper, the scale is

fixed and utilizes plural images in database to deal with scale

changes.

III. KEYPOINT SELECTION

BASED ON SPATIO-TEMPORAL FEATURE AND MRF

In chapter III, we show the method that extract KOI

from an input movie. The entire flow is shown in Fig. 3.

This algorithm utilizes keypoint extraction and keypoints are

matched with keypoints in previous frame. Using these data,

keypoint selection is performed. This paper proposed three

methods below.

• Weighting keypoints by three elements

• Statistical keypoint-class selection

• MRF to keypoint class

First, this algorithm weights keypoint by three elements and

calculates values which describe likelihood of KOI. Then,

these values are arranged and keypoint class is determined

by statistical processing. However, the results include a lot of

noise that is caused by miss-matching between a keypoint on

the current frame and a keypoint on the previous frame. Thus,

keypoints are connected by MRF and graph cut algorithm is

used to reduce noise from the output keypoints. This chapter

shows each algorithm in more detail.

A. Weighting keypoints by three elements

In this paper, we choose three elements for weighting

keypoints. The elements are intensity gradient, optical flow

and previous state. The reasons are shown next. With respect

to intensity gradient, objects which include many intensity

gradients stand out among others. For example, book covers,

posters and traffic signs are pointed out. With respect to optical
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Fig. 4. The flow of weight on keypoints.

flow, objects which move widely stand out among others.

For example, human, animals and vehicles are pointed out.

Finally, with respect to previous state, objects which stand out

in previous frame keep standing out in current frame. These

values are normalized and added together. The calculated

values are keypoint weight. This flow is described in Fig.4.

The ways to obtain these values are shown. The weight

of intensity gradient is calculated by Hessian detector [9].

Hessian detector computes matrix, H, which is composed of

elements are the 2nd-order difference of adjacent pixels:

H =

[

Lxx Lxy

Lxy Lyy

]

, (4)

det(H)− ωtra(H), (5)

where ω is a parameter which is determined by experiments.

This value of Eq.(5) describes how much the keypoint likes

corner. It is obtained by the corner detection part of keypoint

extraction. The weight of optical flow is calculated by norm of

optical flow. The optical flow is obtained by keypoint matching

of SIFT descriptor between previous frame and current frame.

The weight of previous state is calculated by counting the state

that is kept in plural frames. The value is decided by Gaussian

function.

B. Statistical keypoint-class selection

By using values obtained by three, keypoint class is de-

termined. In this paper, a statistical method is proposed. By

Bayes’ theorem, the equations:

P (ω0|xi) =
P (ω0)P (xi|ω0)

P (xi)
, (6)

P (ω1|xi) =
P (ω1)P (xi|ω1)

P (xi)
, (7)

are led. The class of not KOI is defined as ω0. The class of

KOI is defined as omega ω1. If the equation (6) is higher

than the equation (7), the keypoint is class ω0. In other case,

the keypoint is ω1. Next, the right side of these equations are

calculated. We assume that ω0 and ω1 can be caused equally:

P (ω0) = P (ω1) = 0.5. In addition, we assume that posterior

possibility comply with gaussian distribution:

P (xi|ω1) = exp

(

−
1

2
α(xmax − xi)

2

)

. (8)

Fig. 5. The connection of keypoints.

This process generates keypoint class Y = {y1, y2, , yN} on

each keypoint where yi ∈ {0, 1}. xmax is the maximum value

during normalization.

C. MRF to keypoint class

To solve noise problem, this paper also proposes MRF to

keypoint class. Keypoints are connected by the distance on

each other because the keypoint whose adjacent keypoints are

KOI tends to be KOI. The example of connections is Fig. 5.

We utilize graph cut to reduce noise and determine keypoint

classes. Graph cut algorithm minimizes the energy equation:

E(X) =
∑

i

gi(xi) +
∑

i,j

hij(xj , xi). (9)

In this case, global solution is calculated because the keypoint

class is binary. To solve this minimization problem, Min-

Cut/Max-flow algorithm is used. Each function is defined as

gi(xi) = λ|yi − xi|, (10)

hij(xj , xi) = κ exp(−(dist(i, j))2). (11)

The equation (10) is data term. The outputted xi change to

approximate inputted yi. The equation (11) is smoothing term.

The strengthen of connection depends on distance between

kepoints. We assume it as gaussian distribution. The nearer

the keypoint distance, the stronger connection this function

generate. dist(i, j) represents the distance between keypoint i

and keypoint j. λ and κ are parameters which are determined

experimentally. They determines the strengthen of data term

and smoothing term. The calculated X = {x1, x2, , xN} where

xi ∈ {0, 1} is the output keypoint class. If the value of xi is

1, the keypoint i is KOI. This calculation is faster than noise

reduction of image because there are fewer node in MRF of

keypoints.

IV. EVALUATION RESULTS

This chapter shows the evaluation results that compare

the proposed method with general keypoint extraction. The

development environment on software is Visual Studio C++

2008. CPU is Intel Core i5 CPU M 450 2.40GHz. The

resolution of the video we used is HD (1280×720), 30 fps

taken by fixed camera. In this sequence, the humans are
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Fig. 6. The comparison between (a) conventional keypoint extraction and (b) proposed algorithm.

TABLE I
THE NUMBER OF KEYPOINT AND PROCESSING TIME BETWEEN

CONVENTIONAL METHOD AND PROPOSAL.

conventional method proposal

number of keypoints 1962 204

processing time [ms] 431 617

walking on a path and this video is the surveillance-like scene.

First, the number of keypoints which are detected by both

methods are compared in Tab. I. It shows the average among

all frames. The proposed algorithm achieves the 90% reduction

of keypoints. In addition, processing time is compared. The

proposed algorithm requires about 43% higher computational

complexity than the conventional keypoint extraction.

Figure 6 shows the video result of the conventional method

and proposed algorithm. The blue keypoints are conventional

keypoints and the red ones are keypoints extracted by proposed

algorithm. It shows the proposal detects keypoints in human

which moves on the path. By using only this keypoints, it is

expected to analyze human behaviors in surveillance camera

combining motion features.

V. CONCLUSION

The conventional keypoint extractions utilizes only spatial

information and extract a lot of unnecessary keypoints. Con-

sidering cloud applications, the reduction of data amount of

keypoints is needed. This paper proposes the keypoint selec-

tion algorithm from many keypoints including unnecessary

ones based on spatio-temporal feature and MRF. It calculats

weight on each keypoint using 3 kinds of features (intensity

gradient, optical flow and previous state) and reducing noise by

comparing with states of surrounding keypoints. The evalua-

tion result shows that the proposed algorithm achieves the 90%

reduction of keypoints by only requiring low computational

time. This algorithm is expected to be applied to surveillance

camera and in-vehicle camera when they start to utilize cloud

system. This paper utilized only fixed camera. However, it

will be possible to apply it to moving camera by using global

motion vector and statistical processing.
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